
Online reputation is what people or potential customers can read about your business from 

other customers online, including on review platforms like Google, Yelp and Facebook.  Potential 

customers who are reading the reviews are researching your business and making a decision as 

to whether they will be a first-time customer.  Reviews can move the dial in a number of ways:

Below are some examples of how
NewMark Merrill merchants are leveraging 

online reputation for real results:

Cravin’ Crab Haus opened in November of 2021 and 
has worked hard to build its business.  General Man-
ager Brennen Rivera credits Yelp and Google strate-
gies for much of their growth.  It was important to 
make the most of search engines like Yelp and Google 
to build awareness of their new restaurant, especially 
given growing competition in the trendy seafood boil 
restaurant space.  For a few hundred dollars per 
month, Brennen takes advantage of Yelp’s business 
services to achieve two things:  1) increase the likeli-
hood that the restaurant pops up when a guest 
searches a cuisine or location and 2) increase the 
number of reviews along with the number of guests 
who find the restaurant. Results have been dou-
ble-digit sales increases every month November 2021 
through March 2022 as new customers continue to 
discover Cravin’ Crab Haus and return because of an 
outstanding experience.  Current average ratings for 
Cravin’ Crab Haus are 4.5 on Yelp and 4.4 on Google 
with a total of 77 reviews.

Customers are encouraged to leave reviews directly at 
check out through a software system called Frederick 
Mind and Body which is  integrated into the POS 
system. Upon checkout, guests are prompted to rate 
their experience. If a guest rates their experience well, 
they are encouraged on screen and via follow up 
emails to leave a review online. If a customer rates the 
experience negatively at check out, a manager imme-
diately intervenes attempting to make it right and 
follows up in email after the fact. Intercepting positive 
and negative sentiment has enabled Spavia to contin-
ue to reap the benefits of positive online reviews. In 
combination with a wholistic customer centric 
approach, Spavia has experienced average annual 
membership growth of 25% - 30% since opening in 
2016.
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Patrick & Adelita Llamas (husband & wife/owners) 
took over a struggling barber shop with mediocre 
reviews in November of 2020 and have trans-
formed not only the physical shop but the online 
reputation and approach to responding to positive 
and negative reviews. The shop currently has 74 
reviews on Google with an average of 4.5-stars  
and 12 reviews on Yelp with an average of 5-stars. 
Their goal is to provide the best service to every-
one and make sure customers are satisfied when 
they leave the shop. In addition to Google and Yelp 
signs on their window as a subtle way of encourag-
ing customers to leave a review, barbers are tasked 
with requesting reviews from loyal customers. The 
owners deploy Google and Yelp apps on their 
mobile devices to alert them immediately when a 
new review is left and the owner responds quickly.

Barber Shop transforms
sales & reputation in 12 mos

Spavia grows membership with
excellent online reviews 
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on Google

double-digit revenue growth

4.5 star rating
with 74 reviews on Google

A 1-star increase in
online reputation can
increase revenues by

of SEO ranking credit
is based on reviews.

Having a large quantity of
diverse, quality local reviews
can improve your chances
of higher local search
engine ranking.

according to Harvard Business School

10reviews
before feeling able to

trust a business. 

The average customer reads

of customers say they
have avoided a business
due to negative reviews.
according to Review Trackers




